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Berenberg Macro Flash 

German German German German IFO IFO IFO IFO business business business business climateclimateclimateclimate    index, index, index, index, MayMayMayMay    2015201520152015    
 
ActualActualActualActual        108.5108.5108.5108.5    
Previous 108.6 
Consensus 108.3 
Berenberg 108.1 
 

Germany’s most widely followed business sentiment index gave reason for confidence Germany’s most widely followed business sentiment index gave reason for confidence Germany’s most widely followed business sentiment index gave reason for confidence Germany’s most widely followed business sentiment index gave reason for confidence in the economic out-

look as it held up much better in May than other surveys such as the PMIs. The Ifo business climate index edged 

down from 108.6 to 108.5, beating our and consensus expectations for a slightly bigger decline. The current as-

sessment component continued to rise, hitting 114.3 in May and closing in on the pre-Putin shock highs in spring 

2014. The expectations component fell from 103.4 to 103.0, but remained slightly above the Q1 average, when 

machinery investment had expanded by a solid 1.5% qoq. 

 

Within the Ifo index, manufacturing confidence fell a bitWithin the Ifo index, manufacturing confidence fell a bitWithin the Ifo index, manufacturing confidence fell a bitWithin the Ifo index, manufacturing confidence fell a bit after six successive increases, while construction, 

retail and services all rose. Volatile wholesale trade fell. The mix points to buoyant domestic demand in May, 

which has been Germany’s growth driver since the autumn of 2014 already. Overall, the Ifo index signals solid 

growth in the Eurozone’s largest economy, but also that after the rally in confidence indicators since the autumn 

2014, the room for further improvement is now limited, especially with some of the tailwinds such as cheap oil 

and the weaker euro blowing a bit less strongly. Germany has reached cruising altitude. 

    

Chart: Chart: Chart: Chart: Ifo points to moderate investment growth aheadIfo points to moderate investment growth aheadIfo points to moderate investment growth aheadIfo points to moderate investment growth ahead    

    
Source: Ifo, Bundesbank 

    

 

Index levels MAYMAYMAYMAY    APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    

IFO Business Climate 108.5 108.6 107.9 106.8 106.7 105.5 

IFO Current Assess. 114.3 114.0 112.0 111.3 111.7 109.8 

IFO Expectations 103.0 103.4 103.9 102.5 102.0 101.4 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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